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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a direct numerical simulation of turbulent flows over a bump in an open channel to
examine the turbulence characteristics near divergent waves emanating from the bump and to inves-
tigate the interaction of the turbulences with the divergent waves. To verify the reliability of the sim-
ulations, the mean velocity profile and root-mean-square of velocity fluctuations are compared with
previous data. The anisotropic invariant maps show that the ratio of the streamwise to spanwise velocity
fluctuations plays an important role in characterizing the anisotropic nature of the separated shear layer
behind the bump in the vicinity of the free surface. The vortex identification discloses a large-scale
streamwise vortical structure from the mean velocity field and a cluster of small coherent structures
from the instantaneous velocity field, which are responsible for the anisotropic characteristics of the
turbulence beneath the free surface.
© 2021 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of The Society of Naval Architects of Korea. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/

4.0/).
1. Introduction

In the fields of ship hydrodynamics and marine engineering,
considerable attention has been paid to the unsteady free surface
waves generated by a moving body over the surface of undisturbed
water to study the Kelvin kinematic wave patterns, which consist of
divergent and transverse waves. Most previous numerical studies
relevant to Kelvin waves have focused on accurately describing the
deformation of the free surface both near and far from the body. As
the viscous effect was perceived as unimportant in the theoretical
and numerical analyses of free surface waves, inviscid flows have
been studied for a long time. With the use of high performance
computing becoming more prevalent, recently, computational
simulations of viscous free surface waves are of great interest to
investigate the viscous effect near the body on the air-water
interface phenomena including wave-making resistance, wave
run-up, vortex-induced damping motion, breaking waves, and air
entrainment. However, the interaction between turbulence and
free surface waves is still a challenging problem. As a divergent
wave emanates from the highly turbulent field near the body, the
of Naval Architects of Korea.

B.V. on behalf of The Society of Na
turbulence would disturb the wave generation. At the same time,
the deformation of the free surface and its orbital motion affects the
production and dissipation of turbulence. Despite the simultaneous
interaction between the turbulence and the free surface waves, the
use of a turbulence model based on the Reynolds-average Navier-
Stokes (RANS) equations remains a practical strategy to reduce the
computational cost of resolving the multi-scale turbulence in naval
hydrodynamics.

Ozdemir et al. (2014) studied the two phase flows around a fast
ship experimentally and numerically and observed several aspects
of the free surface deformation, for instance, the formation of a thin
liquid sheet and transom waves. The total resistance of the objec-
tive ship was compared with the experimental results but the
turbulence near the free surface was not examined in detail. In
previous experiments (Seol et al., 2013; Seo, 2016), the turbulent
velocity wasmeasured in thewake of aWigley hull by using 2D and
3D particle image velocimetry systems. The previous studies
showed the delay of wake recovery and the enhancement of ve-
locity fluctuations near the free surface. Although Park et al. (2013)
and Park and Lee (2018) investigated the characteristics of the
turbulence near a container ship hull, this was not related to the
interaction between turbulence and free surface waves but to the
wall-modeling of turbulence production and dissipation terms for a
wall-function used in RANS simulations. Moreover, the numerical
val Architects of Korea. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
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simulations (Zwart et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2002) of two-phase
flows around the DTMB 5415 model focused on the accurate pre-
diction of total ship resistance and wave profiles along the hull by
conducting RANS simulations.

Unlike the RANS simulation of the turbulent flows with a free
surface past an objective hull, detached or large eddy simulations
have been performed for the two-phase turbulent flows past a
surface-piercing body such as the NACA series and a circular cyl-
inder. A Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) with a single-phase level
set method revealed some interesting behaviors of the free surface
associated with the large-scale vortical structures around
NACA0024, for example, a pair of streamwise vortex tubes in the
separation region and a shedding of spiral vortices responsible for
the delay in pressure recovery on the foil surface (Xing et al., 2007).
They discussed the detailed anisotropy of turbulence in the sepa-
ration zone by showing anisotropy invariant maps. The same
surface-piercing hydrofoil was used to compare the wave elevation
obtained from RANS, DES, and Large Eddy Simulation (LES),
respectively (Kim and Cokljat, 2007). Except for the axial vorticity
and ratio of turbulent viscosity tomolecular viscosity, much of their
discussion was devoted to the behaviors of the free surface around
the hydrofoil. Another RANS simulation of the free surface wave
flow around a surface-piercing NACA0024 hydrofoil was conducted
with an emphasis on the bubbly state of the free surface and the
interaction between free surface waves and viscous flow (Rhee,
2009). Owing to the inherent limitation of RANS, the interaction
between turbulence and free surface waves was not clarified. Be-
sides the geometry of hydrofoils, some computation simulations
(Koo et al., 2014; Suh et al., 2011) dealt with the fluctuating be-
haviors of the free surface in the wake region by performing LES of
the flow past a surface-piercing circular cylinder. It revealed that
the deformation of the free surface delayed the separation of the
shear layer, and the turbulent kinetic energy was significantly
enhanced near the edge of the separated flow region. Despite the
dedication of previous studies to investigate the viscous effect of
the separated shear layer on the fluctuating behaviors of the free
surface around a surface-piercing body, the interaction of near-wall
turbulences with the divergent wave is not well understood
because the flow along the surface of the hydrofoil or circular cyl-
inder is often separated before being fully turbulent, unless the
Reynolds number is very high.

To elucidate the influence of fully-developed turbulent flows on
the free surface, turbulent flows in an open channel were compu-
tationally analyzed using LES or Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS).
A common feature of the turbulence near the free surface in pre-
vious studies (Nagaosa, 1999; Lee et al., 2012) is an increase in
velocity fluctuations parallel to the free surface and a decrease in
velocity fluctuations normal to the free surface. The instantaneous
velocity fluctuations and vortex identification disclosed that the
vortex tube beneath the free surface, associatedwith splat and anti-
splat, is responsible for the distribution of turbulent velocity fluc-
tuations (Nagaosa and Handler, 2003; Komori et al., 1993; (Handler
et al., 1999)). Unfortunately, the turbulent flows in an open channel
provide an insight into the interaction of turbulent structures only
with an undisturbed free surface, not with an organized deforma-
tion of the free surface such as the divergent wave emanating from
the wall. This is why the interaction of the turbulences with the
divergent wave is not well understood yet.

The main objectives of the present study are to examine the
characteristics of the turbulence near the divergent waves and
understand the interaction between turbulence with divergent
waves. To achieve this goal, a DNS of the turbulentmultiphase flows
over a bump in an open channel is performed where the bump
geometry makes a divergent wave. The present study is important
in providing an insight how the divergent waves affect the near-
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wall turbulent structures below the free surface when using the
bump geometry of h/Lc ¼ 0.07. The geometric ratio of the bump
height to the bump length is determined to simplify the main
particulars of container ships. For example, 0.5B/LPP of KCS is 0.07
where B and LPP represent the breadth and the longitudinal length
of the objective ship. The Reynolds number based on the friction
velocity is Ret ¼ 180 and the Froude number based on the bump
length and bulk mean velocity is Fr ¼ 0.4.

2. Numerical method

Time-series of turbulent velocity are necessary to be imposed on
the inlet boundary of turbulent channel flows over a bump because
the flows are not periodic in the streamwise direction, which is
referred to as the inflow and main simulation cases. The compu-
tational domain of the inflow simulation for fully developed tur-
bulent channel flows has dimensions 12d� 2d� 6d in the
streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise directions, respectively,
where d is a half-width of the channel. The streamwise and span-
wise boundary conditions are periodic in the inflow simulation, and
the time-dependent turbulent inflow is extracted from the mid-
plane. To avoid the spatial interpolation errors that might occur
at the inlet boundary of the main simulation, the grid spacing of the
inflow simulation is the same as that of the main simulation, in
which Dyþmin¼ 0.07 and Dzþmin¼ 1.5 based on a friction velocity of
Ret ¼ 180. Ret is expressed as follows:

Ret¼ dut=n (1)

where d and ut represent the half height of channel and the friction
velocity, respectively. Based on the bulk mean velocity instead of
the friction velocity, Ret ¼ 180 corresponds to Red ¼ dUb=n ¼ 5600.
The friction velocity is defined as

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tw=r

p
where tw, r and n denote

the wall shear stress, the density and kinematic viscosity of fluid,
respectively. The value of friction velocity is 0.013m=s when using
n ¼ 1:0� 10�6m2=s. To verify the grid resolution, the friction ve-
locity and the maximum value of turbulent kinetic energy (k) are
examined. As listed in Table 1, the refinement ratio (rG) of

ffiffiffi
2

p
is

used in the verification procedure. G1, G2, and G3 represent fine,
medium and coarse grid systems, respectively. The objective
quantity represented by f could be the friction velocity or the
maximum value of the turbulent kinetic energy in the present grid
verification. The difference of each quantity between the grid sys-
tems is denoted by ε and rf is the ratio of ε between two grid
systems. Since the ratio is between 0 and 1, the objective quantities
show a monotonic convergence for grid refinement. The apparent
accuracy order is represented by p and fest is a limiting value of
each quantity which is extrapolated in accordance with the
guideline of grid convergence index method. The approximate
relative error and the extrapolated relative error are represented by
e21 and e21ext , respectively. Finally, the uncertainty of G2 grid system
represented by GCI21G2 is obtained. The present grid is structured,
and thus, fine and coarse grids are systematically generated for grid
verification. If the ratios of ut and k are between 0 and 1, the friction
velocity and turbulent kinetic energy correspond to a monotonic
convergence for grid refinement. The limiting values of ut and k are
extrapolated in accordance with the guideline of GCI method. In
addition, we compare the mean velocity and root-mean-square of
velocity fluctuations with the previous results. As depicted in Fig. 1,
the present results show an excellent agreement with DNS data of
Kim et al. (1987).

In the main simulation, we exploit the streamwise gradient of
pressure along the bump to make a divergent wave of turbulent
flows in an open channel. The present geometry of the bump is the



Table 1
Grid independent test.

grid f ε rf p f ext e21 e2ext GCI21G2

ut G1 : 152 � 180 � 242 0.013283 �6.00 � 10�6

�2.68 � 10�4
0.022 5.48 0.013283 0.05% 0.05% 0.06%

G2 : 108 � 128 � 172 0.013277
G3 : 76 � 90 � 120 0.013009

k G1 : 152 � 180 � 242 3.89 4.00 � 10-23.30 � 10�1 0.121 3.04 3.88 1.03% 1.17% 1.46%
G2 : 108 � 128 � 172 3.93
G3 : 76 � 90 � 120 4.26

Fig. 1. Comparison of the (a) mean velocity profile and (b) velocity fluctuation: e, the
present data; ,, DNS data from Kim et al. (1987) for Ret ¼ 180.
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same as the one used in the previous study of Kim and Sung (2006),
which corresponds to the high-bump case in their work. To keep
geometrical smoothness with the flat wall, two concave curvatures
are designed at both the leading and trailing edges. The radius of
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of inflow and main simulations. An auxiliary simulation is perfor
bump in an open channel.
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the concave curvature is r/Lc ¼ 0.31 where Lc is the bump length,
and it is the same as the channel width (2d). The radius of convex
curvature between two edges is R/Lc ¼ 1.56 as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The height of the bump is determined to be h/Lc ¼ 0.0702 in the
present geometry. The Froude number based on the bump length
and bulk mean velocity is Fr ¼ 0.4.

Fig. 3 displays the whole domain of the main simulation in
which the upstream and downstream lengths from the bump are
2Lc and 6Lc, respectively. As mentioned above, the channel width is
the same as 1Lc. The water region extends to 3Lc below the free
surface in the spanwise direction while a vertical height of air re-
gion is 1Lc. The origin of a coordinate system is located at the
intersection point of the leading edge, the central plane of the
channel, and the undisturbed free surface. The computation is
carried out with 6,045,696 cells which are composed of 246 cells in
the streamwise direction, 128 cells in the wall-normal direction,
and 192 cells in the spanwise direction, respectively. A uniform
spacing of Dxþ ¼ 6.8 in the streamwise direction is used between
the leading and trailing edges of the bump, but a hyperbolic tangent
stretching functionmakes the streamwise grid spacing longer, up to
Dxþ ¼ 20, at inlet and outlet boundaries. Because the air is assumed
to be stationary in the present study, the inflow data is imposed at
the inlet region of water. Neumann boundary condition is used at
the inlet region of air to consider the influence of shear stress by
water velocity on air motion. We use Neumann boundary condition
for velocity, pressure, and VOF variable at the outlet boundary�
v∅
vx ¼ 0

�
. In the wall-normal direction, the first point is located at

Dyþ ¼ 0.07 and the maximumwidth of the cells is Dyþ ¼ 11 at the
channel center. To capture the fluctuating behaviors of the free
surface precisely, we use a non-uniform spacing of grid points
leading to Dzþ ¼ 1.5 in the vicinity of the free surface. From z/
Lc ¼ �0.5 to z/Lc ¼ �2.5, a spacing of Dzþ ¼ 7 is uniformly
distributed to resolve the near-wall turbulent structures appearing
in wall-bounded flows. Given that the Neumann boundary condi-
tions of velocity and pressure are used at the bottom (v∅vz ¼ 0), the
med to obtain the inflow turbulence for the main simulation of turbulent flows over a



Fig. 3. The numerical domain with the bump geometry for main simulation; (a) top
view; (b) side view; (c) over view.
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grid spacing extends to Dzþ ¼ 33 gradually in a so-called “buffer
zone” from z/Lc ¼ �2.5 to z/Lc ¼ �3, and flow fields in the zone are
neglected. Flow fields during an initial transient time are discarded
to obtain the turbulence characteristics free from an initial condi-
tion. The initial transient time corresponds to six “flow-through”
times, in which one “flow-through” time of Lx=0:7Ub is defined as
the convective time that turbulent structures pass through the
whole domain at a convective speed of 0.7Ub where Ub is the bulk
mean velocity of turbulent channel flows. All quantities are aver-
aged during 5000n=u2t after the initial transient time. The time step
used in the main simulation is Dt ¼ 0:1n=u2t . For the present nu-
merical simulation, OpenFOAM (Open Field Operation and
Manipulation, CFD Direct Ltd., UK) library is used with a second-
order Crank-Nicolson time integration and a second-order central
differencing scheme in space. To capture the interface between
water and air, we use the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method, in which
the fraction of water is determined by solving a transport equation
for a void fraction variable. The Compressive Interface Capturing
Scheme for Arbitrary Meshes (CICSAM) scheme is applied to VOF
variable, a. The variable is governed by an advection equation as
follows:

va

vt
þV,a u!¼ 0 (2)

The finite volume discretization of the above equation over a
control volume (Vp) and the time step (Dt) gives
38
atþDt
P ¼atP þ

Dt
VP

Xn
f¼1

a*f Ff (3)

where a*f and Ff represent the face volume fraction and volumetric

flux, respectively. The volumetric flux is calculated from Ff ¼ Af , u
!

f

using the face area vector normal to the face in the outward di-
rection, Af . The volume fraction at the face, af , is calculated from

af ¼
�
1� ~bf

�
aD þ ~bf aA (4)

~bf ¼
~af � ~aD
1� aD

(5)

~aD ¼aD � aU
aA � aU

(6)

where aD, aA, and aU are the volume fraction in the donor, acceptor,
and upwind cells, respectively. In CICSAM scheme, the normalized
variable, ~af , is as follows:

~af ¼gf ~afCBC þ
�
1�gf

�
~afUQ ; 0�gf � 1 (7)

The mathematical formulations of the weightage factor (gf ), the
convection boundedness criteria (~afCBC ), and ULTIMATE-QUICKEST
scheme (~afUQ ) can be found in the work of Ubbink and Issa (1999).

3. Results and discussion

For a brief introduction, we describe some important features of
the turbulent flows over a bump in an open channel in Fig. 4, and
postpone the quantitative comparison and the detailed discussion
of organized flow structures until later. We observe the pressure
coefficient (cp) and the spanwise velocity fluctuations in x-y and y-z
planes, respectively, to glimpse an influence of a pressure gradient
due to the bump on the deformation of free surface. The pressure

coefficient is expressed as cp ¼ ðP�Pref Þ=
�
1
2 rU

2
b

�
where the

reference pressure, Pref, is obtained at the inlet boundary. When the
flow meets the bump, the wall-bounded shear layer experiences a
shortly concave curvature followed by a convex curvature from the
leading edge to the top of bump. The streamwise distribution of
pressure changes from adverse to favorable gradients upstream of
the bump apex. From the top to the trailing edge, the shear layer is
subjected to adverse pressure gradients before returning to weakly
favorable pressure gradients on the flat wall. The pressure gradients
due to the presence of the bump generate a divergent wave of the
free surface, which propagates from x/Lc ¼ 0.6 slightly downstream
from the top of the bump. Wave interference is observed near x/
Lc ¼ 1.45, where the symmetrically propagated waves from the left
and right bumps meet. Besides a deformation of the free surface,
the wall-bounded shear layer subjected to favorable and adverse
pressure gradients is detached from the wall near the trailing edge,
and then the separated shear layer accompanies large fluctuations
of velocity after detachment. As qualitatively disclosed in the y-z
planes showing iso-contours of spanwise velocity fluctuations, the
velocity fluctuations behind the bump are more significant in the
vicinity of the free surface than in deep regions. If we focus on a
wake region behind the trailing edge near the free surface, it is not
recognized that the divergent trajectories of waves coincide with
the spatial evolution of the enhanced velocity fluctuations beneath
the free surface. Although there is a spatial distance between the



Fig. 4. Three dimensional views of flow features at z/Lc ¼ �0.11 (shallow) and �1.5 (deep) in the spanwise direction and at x/Lc ¼ 1.0 (trailing edge) and 1.25 (recirculation) in the
streamwise direction, respectively.

Fig. 5. Streamwise distribution of (a) skin friction and (b) pressure coefficients in the
shallow and deep regions. The solid and dashed lines represent the distribution ob-
tained from the shallow and deep regions, respectively. The air entrainment is denoted
by a thin red line (color figure online).
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divergent wave and the enhanced velocity fluctuations, the diver-
gent waves are still expected to play a directly or indirectly
important role in enhancing the velocity fluctuations. To investi-
gate in detail the characteristics of turbulence associated with a
deformation of the free surface, it is necessary to observe the flow
fields at the trailing edge (x/Lc ¼ 1) and the recirculation location (x/
Lc ¼ 1.25). At each streamwise station, the characteristics of tur-
bulence near the free surface (z/Lc¼�0.11, hereinafter referred to as
“shallow”) are compared with those in a deep region (z/Lc ¼ �1.5,
hereinafter “deep”).

In addition, the streamwise distributions of skin friction and
pressure coefficients on the wall obtained from the main simula-
tion are shown in Fig. 5. The skin friction coefficient, cf , is defined as

tw=

�
1
2 rU

2
b

�
. The solid and dashed lines represent the coefficients

of the shallow and deep regions, respectively. In Fig. 5(a), the skin
friction coefficient in the deep region shows the maximum value of
0.029 at x/Lc ¼ 0.3 and a recirculation zone from x/Lc ¼ 0.8 to x/
Lc ¼ 1.41. The streamwise distribution that looks similar to a quartic
function in the recirculation zone is a representative characteristic
of the wall-bounded shear flows separated from the bump, which
has been reported in the previous study of Kim and Sung (2006).
Because they have investigated the turbulent boundary layer over a
bump, unlike the present simulation of turbulent channel flows
over a bump, we made a comparison of the skin friction coefficient
by rescaling the streamwise coordination of their result as denoted
by symbols. The spanwise homogeneity of the separated shear layer
in the deep region gives rise to a similar distribution of the skin
friction coefficient along the bump to that of the previous study.
However, the coefficient distribution is quite different in the
shallow region. The streamwise location of the maximum cf moves
from x/Lc¼ 0.3 in the deep region to x/Lc¼ 0.4 in the shallow region,
whereas the location of the most negative cf is observed at x/
Lc ¼ 0.86 in the shallow region. The streamwise distribution of the
negative coefficient in the recirculation zone of the shallow region
(x/Lc ¼ 0.86e1.41) looks similar to a quadratic function rather than
the quartic function shown in the deep region. The sudden
39
reduction of the skin friction coefficient observed in 0.6 < x/Lc < 0.7
is due to the intermittent entrainment of air below the free surface,
which is locally represented by a thin red line. When a conditional-
averaging of the flow fields that strictly satisfy no entrainment of air
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is conducted, the friction coefficient decreases monotonically from
the top to the trailing edge, as represented by the solid thick line. If
the air-entrainment occurs, the shear stress on the wall decreases
locally and temporarily due to its low viscosity. To exclude the effect
of air-entrainment on the friction velocity, the wall shear stress is
conditionally averaged under the criterion of a �0.99 as follows:

twjaðx; zÞ�0:99¼ twðx; zÞ (8)

where C D represents an operator of conditional averaging in time.
Regardless a very different distribution along the bump, the friction
coefficient shows a similar recovery downstream of x/Lc ¼ 2 in both
shallow and deep regions. Regarding the streamwise distribution of
the pressure coefficient, the wall-bounded shear layer shows
shortly adverse, strongly favorable, and adverse pressure gradients
along the bump, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Although the pressure dis-
tribution of the shallow region lags behind that of the deep region,
the overall distributions of pressure coefficient are alike.

Fig. 6 shows the streamwise evolution of mean velocity and
velocity fluctuations at different downstream stations. The solid
and dashed lines represent the profiles of the shallow and deep
Fig. 6. Profiles of (a) mean velocity, (b) root-mean-square velocity fluctuations in the shallow
Kim et al. (1987) for Ret ¼ 180. The three components of Reynolds normal stress (uþ

rms ; v
þ
rm
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regions, respectively, while the symbol denotes DNS results of a
fully-developed turbulent channel flow. The mean velocity and
velocity fluctuations are normalized by wall units using the friction
velocity of Ret ¼ 180. The vertical axes are in wall units (left) and in
physical units (right) where the physical units are computed with
the bump length. As can be observed in Fig. 6(a), a significant dif-
ference in the streamwise mean velocity profiles between the
shallow and deep regions is the retarded flows near the free surface
observed downstream of the trailing edge. The deformation of free
surface give rise to the production of vertical and wall-normal ve-
locities, resulting in a momentum loss of the streamwise velocity.
The decelerated flow near the free surface is attributed to the
momentum loss of the streamwise velocity. The retarded flows of
the shallow region are developing from the trailing edge to x/
Lc ¼ 1.5 and then diffuse with increasing downstream distance. The
mean velocity profile of the deep region seems to be fully recovered
downstream of x/Lc ¼ 2, whereas a footprint of retarded flows
prevents the mean velocity profile from being recovered even at x/
Lc ¼ 3 in the shallow region. The retarded flows near the free sur-
face affect the streamwise evolution of velocity fluctuations, as
shown in Fig. 6(b). The black line represents the streamwise
region, and (c) in the deep region; e, shallow region; ——, deep region; ,, data from

s and wþ
rms) are denoted by the black, red and blue lines respectively (color online).



Fig. 7. Anisotropy invariant map at x=Lc ¼ 1:0 in the (a) deep region and (b) shallow
region, and wall-normal distribution of b11 ; b22 and b33 in the (c) deep region and (d)
shallow region, respectively. e,e, the present; C, data from Mansour et al. (1988).
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velocity fluctuations while the wall-normal and spanwise velocity
fluctuations are denoted by the red and blue lines, respectively
(color figure online). It can be observed that the location of
maximum intensity for the streamwise velocity fluctuations is
closely related to the retarded flows up to x/Lc ¼ 2. Although the
turbulence intensities decrease accompanied by the diffusion of
retarded flows, it is clear that the velocity fluctuations associated
with the retarded flows near the free surface are still stronger than
those of a canonical turbulent channel flow at x/Lc ¼ 3. This in-
dicates that the wake recovery behind the bump is more delayed
near the free surface than in deep regions. Not quite as much as the
increase in the streamwise velocity fluctuations, the wall-normal
and spanwise velocity fluctuations are also enhanced in the
retarded flows. The wall-normal velocity fluctuations of the
shallow region surpass the spanwise velocity fluctuations between
the trailing edges and x/Lc ¼ 1.5 whereas the wall-normal velocity
fluctuations are always smaller than the spanwise velocity fluctu-
ation in the deep region, as observed in Fig. 6(c).

To elucidate the spatial characteristics of the turbulence in-
tensity in the shallow and deep regions, we quantify the second and
third principal components of turbulence anisotropy in the
anisotropy invariant maps of Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, which were intro-
duced by Lumley and Newman (1977). The anisotropy tensor is
defined as follows:

bij ¼
uiuj
ukuk

� dij
3

(9)

where dij is the Kronecker delta tensor (dij ¼ 1 for i ¼ j and 0 for is
j). The second and third invariants of bij are given by

�2II ¼ bijbji (10)

3III¼ bijbjkbki (11)

Fig. 7 (a) and (b) depict anisotropy invariant maps at x/Lc ¼ 1 in
the deep and shallow regions, respectively. The empty squares
represent the exact location of cell centers at which the anisotropy
tensors are calculated. The solid circles plot the distributions of the
second and third components for the fully-developed turbulent
channel flow and the dotted lines represent the limiting boundaries
of two-component turbulence and two-types of axisymmetric
turbulence corresponding to “disk-like” and “rod-like” turbulence
states described in Antonia et al. (1991). Fig. 7 (c) and (d) display the
wall-normal distribution of diagonal components for anisotropic
tensors in the deep and shallow regions. The black, red, and blue
lines represent b11, b22, and b33, respectively (color figure online). As
seen in Fig. 7(a), the anisotropic feature of turbulence near the
trailing edge in the deep region is qualitatively similar to that of the
fully-developed turbulent channel flow despite the presence of the
bump, except for two noticeable differences. One is that the tur-
bulence near the wall is more two-dimensional in the present flow
than in the fully-developed turbulent channel flow, where Banerjee
et al. (2007) reported that b11 is larger than 0.4 near thewall and b33
is approximately �0.1. A relatively small gap between b11 ¼ 0.27
and b33 ¼ 0.05 near the wall of trailing edge makes the near-wall
turbulence of the present flows look two-dimensional in the deep
region. The other difference is that the mostly one-dimensional
turbulence is observed at yþ ¼ 25, whereas the canonical turbu-
lent channel flow is the closest to one-dimensional turbulence at
yþ ¼ 3.46. In the previous work of Mollicone et al. (2017), the be-
haviors of anisotropy tensor near the trailing edge are quite
different from those of the fully-developed turbulent channel flow.
This is because the bump height of the previous work is 0.5d while
0.14d height of the bump is used in the present study. In the shallow
41



Fig. 8. Anisotropy invariant map at x=Lc ¼ 1:25 in the (a) deep region and (b) shallow
region, and wall-normal distribution of b11 ; b22 and b33 in the (c) deep region and (d)
shallow region, respectively. e,e, the present; C, data from Mansour et al. (1988).
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region of Fig. 7 (b) and (d), the anisotropy of turbulence is totally
different from that in the deep region. From the wall to yþ ¼ 5, the
near-wall turbulence becoming increasingly two-dimensional as
b11 decreases and b33 increases rapidly. From yþ ¼ 5 to yþ ¼ 11, the
second and third invariants approach the cusp of isotropic turbu-
lence along the left axisymmetric boundary mainly due to the in-
crease in wall-normal velocity fluctuations. A sudden redirection
toward the one-dimensional turbulence at yþ ¼ 11 is attributed to
both an increase in b11 and a decrease in b33 from yþ ¼ 11 to yþ ¼ 39.
Then, it goes to the isotropic state along the right axisymmetric
boundary of the “rod-like” turbulence. Fig. 8 shows the anisotropy
invariant map at x/Lc ¼ 1.25 in the deep and shallow regions. As
shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (c), the overall behaviors of turbulence in-
tensity in the deep region are very similar to those observed in
Fig. 7 (a) and (c). However, in the shallow region of Fig. 8 (b) and (d),
the turbulence state is completely two-dimensional near the wall
because the streamwise and spanwise velocity fluctuations are the
same while the wall-normal velocity fluctuations are nearly zero.
Not shown here, the spanwise velocity fluctuations are found to be
larger than the streamwise velocity fluctuations in the vicinity of
thewall around z/Lc¼�0.2. With increasing distance from thewall,
b33 decreases rapidly and b22 increases until both components are
the same at yþ ¼ 10. It gives rise to the anisotropy of turbulence
characterized by the “rod-like” turbulence where the component
corresponding to the streamwise velocity fluctuations is dominant
and the other two components are similar at a low level. From
yþ ¼ 10 to yþ ¼ 47, the turbulence state is becoming closer to one-
dimensional anisotropy as the streamwise velocity fluctuations
dominantly increase. Consequently, the anisotropic nature of the
separated shear layer behind the bump in the vicinity of the free
surface is mainly characterized by the relationship between the
streamwise and spanwise velocity fluctuations. From the anisot-
ropy invariant maps in the shallow region, especially from the
significant increase in spanwise velocity fluctuations near the wall,
it is necessary to investigate the influence of divergent waves on
enhancing the turbulence intensity near the wall in the shallow
region.
Fig. 9. Spatial distribution of turbulent kinetic energy in the (a) shallow and (b) deep
regions. The solid (dashed) lines show the ascent (descent) in the shallow region.



Fig. 10. Vortex identification by applying the l2 criterion to the vector fields of mean
and instantaneous velocity: (a) top view and (b) side view of iso-surfaces with l2 ¼ �
1:04 when using mean velocity; (c) side view of iso-surfaces with l2 ¼ � 6:92 and (d)
side view of iso-surfaces with l2 ¼ �43:22 when using instantaneous velocity. The
gray scale on the iso-surfaces represents the intensity of the turbulent kinetic energy.
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To clarify the influence of divergent waves on the enhancement
of turbulence intensity in the vicinity of the free surface, Fig. 9
demonstrates the spatial distribution of turbulent kinetic energy
on the shallow and deep planes, respectively. The contour level of
turbulent kinetic energy is from 0 to 12 in the figure. As mentioned
earlier, the divergent waves are generated from x/Lc ¼ 0.6 and the
symmetrically propagated waves from the left and right bumps
meet x/Lc ¼ 1.45. For comparison, the iso-contours of wave eleva-
tion are represented by solid and dashed lines only in the shallow
plane, where the solid (dashed) lines show ascent (descent). The
turbulent intensity of the shallow region is certain to be signifi-
cantly affected by the free surface in such a way that the maximum
value of the turbulent kinetic energy in the shallow region in-
creases by 42% compared to that in the deep region. Moreover,
whereas the peak intensity of the turbulent kinetic energy origi-
nated from the separated shear layer spreads toward the wall and
rapidly diffuses in the deep plane, the highly turbulent region in the
43
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shallow plane spreads toward the center line of the channel.
However, the direction of the divergent waves marked by thick
arrows does not coincidewith the spatial evolution of the enhanced
velocity fluctuations in the shallow region as shown in Fig. 9(a). It
means that the deformation of the free surface by the divergent
waves is indirectly linked to the turbulence intensity in the vicinity
of the free surface.

We intend to identify a flow structure responsible for enhancing
the turbulence intensity near the free surface by applying the l2
criterion to the vector fields of mean and instantaneous velocity. In
the present study, we use a dimensionless l2 by multiplying

ðLc=UbÞ2. As disclosed in Fig.10 (a) and (b) showing an iso-surface of
l2 ¼ �1.04 computed with the mean velocity fields, a streamwise
vortical structure exists near the trailing edge. The intensity of the
turbulent kinetic energy on the free surface is represented by the
iso-contours of the gray scale from white (k ¼ 0) to black (k ¼ 10)
for comparison where the turbulent kinetic energy defined as k ¼
1
2u

0
iu

0
i. It is worth noting that the location of the streamwise vortical

structure coincides with the streamwise evolution of the highly
turbulent kinetic energy near the wall, except for the narrow
enhancement in turbulence intensity along the direction of the
divergent waves. As the size of vortical structures depends on the
criterion of l2, it is meaningful to focus on a vortical core line by
examining the minimum value of l2, which is represented by the
thick line. We are able to observe two vortex core lines between x/
Lc ¼ 1.0 and x/Lc ¼ 1.4 and they merge into one core line after x/
Lc ¼ 1.4 inside the vortical structures. It is uncertain whether the
vortical amalgamation is a physical phenomenon or a numerical
phenomenon owing to the lack of time-average samples. As the
bifurcation and amalgamation of vortex core lines is not our
concern in the present study, even if it is real, we would like to
make it clear that the large-scale streamwise vortical structures
beneath the free surface are mainly responsible for the enhance-
ment in turbulence intensity. To observe the instantaneous vortical
structures contributing to the formation of the time-mean vortical
structures depicted in Fig.10 (a) and (b), Fig.10 (c) and (d) show iso-
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(12)
surfaces of l2 ¼ �6.92 and �43.22 computed with the instanta-
neous velocity fields, respectively. As observed in Fig. 10(c), the
coherent structures are more densely populated beneath the free
surface in 1 < x/Lc < 2.5. When using a larger value of l2 in Fig.10(d),
a cluster of coherent structures is still observed in the location of
the time-mean vortical structures which are identified in Fig. 10(a).
Although the coherent structures in the instantaneous fields are
depicted as the cluster of small structures rather than the single
Fig. 11. Rotational feature of the large-scale streamwise vertical structure: (a) vectors
of wall-normal and spanwise mean velocity projected on the iso-surface with l2 ¼ �
1:04 when using mean velocity, (b) wall-normal and spanwise velocity vectors in y-z
plane at x=Lc ¼ 1:0 and (c) wall-normal and spanwise velocity vectors in y-z plane at
x=Lc ¼ 1:25:The contours in (b) and (c) represent U=Ub .
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large-scale vortical structure because the velocity gradient tensor
leading to the l2 criterion is sensitive to local variation of instan-
taneous velocity, the cluster of small coherent structures in the
instantaneous fields are responsible for the single large-scale
vortical structure identified in the mean fields of Fig. 10(a).

For more details, Fig. 11 illustrates a rotational characteristic of
the large-scale streamwise vortical structure with spatial distri-
butions of velocity. The mean velocity vectors projected on the iso-
surface of l2 ¼ �1.04 clarify the rotational direction of the
streamwise vortical structure in Fig. 11(a). Two-dimensional vec-
tors of wall-normal and spanwise velocities are displayed with the
contours of streamwise velocity at x/Lc ¼ 1.0 and 1.25 in Fig. (b) and
(c), respectively. The solid lines in the figure represent the large-
scale vortical structure identified by using l2 in mean velocity
fields. As can be observed, the rotation makes an upward flow
against gravity between the wall and the vortex core, causing local
deceleration of the fluid near the corner of the free surface and the
wall. The decelerated fluid moves toward the channel center and
spreads near the free surface, which is a retarded flow observed in
the mean velocity profile of Fig. 6. The streamwise mean velocity is
represented by iso-contours of the gray scale fromwhite (U/Ub ¼ 0)
to black (U/Ub¼ 2.2). Further, the radial development of the vortical
structure observed in the comparison of Fig. 11 (b) and (c) provides
a clue to the anisotropic feature of turbulence in the shallow region.
The location of maximum b33 moves toward the wall as it goes
downstream, i.e., the peak intensity of b33 at yþ ¼ 11 near the
trailing edge (x/Lc ¼ 1.0) and the maximum intensity of b33 at the
closest location to the wall at x/Lc ¼ 1.25, as discussed in Figs. 7(d)
and Fig. 8(d). Because the behaviors of b33 is determined by the
spanwise velocity fluctuations, it is necessary to analyze the wall-
normal distribution of spanwise mean velocity between the wall
and the vortex core, which is closely related to the production and
viscous diffusion of spanwise velocity fluctuations.

We will discuss a budget analysis of the streamwise and span-
wise velocity fluctuations to analyze the gain and loss of budget
terms near the free surface. The budget of the Reynolds stress u0iu

0
j is

obtained by multiplying the momentum equation for fluctuating
velocity u0i by u0j, multiplying the equation for u0j by u0i and adding. It

leads to

Each term on the right hand side is identified as follows: Cij ¼
convection, Pij ¼ production, Tij ¼ turbulent transport,Dij ¼ viscous
diffusion, Pij ¼ velocity pressure-gradient, εij ¼ dissipation. Here-
inafter, u01, u

0
2, and u03 is denoted by u0, v0, and w0.

Fig. 12 (a) and (b) show a comparison of the streamwise and
spanwise velocity fluctuations at x/Lc ¼ 1.0 in the shallow region.
Their budgets are represented in Fig. 12(c)~(f), where each term is
normalized by u4t=v. In the deep region, an enhancement of tur-
bulent kinetic energy largely produced behind the bump was well



Fig. 12. Wall-normal distribution of streamwise and spanwise velocity fluctuations and their budget at x=Lc ¼ 1:0. The wall-normal distance is normalized by Lc in the left column
figures while the wall unit is used in the right column figures.
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discussed in the previous study. The viscous diffusion term of the
streamwise velocity fluctuations is relatively larger than that of the
spanwise velocity fluctuations in the viscous sublayer region even
though their absolute value is small. It is noticeable that the pro-
duction term in the w0w0 budget increases in the range 5 < yþ<10
whereas the production term in the u0u0 budget is insignificant. The
increase in the production term of the w0w0 budget implies that a
wall-normal component of the spanwise mean velocity gradient
produces spanwise velocity fluctuations due to the upward flow
between the wall and the vortex core. Unlike the fully-developed
45
turbulent channel flows in which the production term in the u0u0
budget rapidly increases in the range 5 < yþ<10, the nearly zero
production of the streamwise velocity fluctuations is due to the
retarded flow near the free surface. Consequently, the similar
contribution of u0u0 and w0w0 to the turbulent kinetic energy leads
to the state transition from two-dimensional turbulence to
isotropic turbulence along the “disk-like” turbulence states of the
anisotropy invariant map. Fig. 13 shows the budget analysis of u0u0

and w0w0 at x/Lc ¼ 1.25 in the shallow region. The completely two-
dimensional turbulence in the region nearest to the wall is



Fig. 13. Wall-normal distribution of streamwise and spanwise velocity fluctuations and their budget at x=Lc ¼ 1:25. The wall-normal distance is normalized by Lc in the left column
figures while the wall unit is used in the right column figures.
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attributed to the balance of viscous diffusion terms between the
u0u0 and w0w0 budgets. The dominant role of the viscous diffusion
term in the spanwise velocity fluctuations as well as the stream-
wise velocity fluctuations has been already reported in Le et al.
(1997), Marquillie et al. (2008) and Na and Moin (1998) studied
the turbulent characteristics of the separated shear layers. The
previous studies showed that the viscous diffusion term in the
spanwise velocity fluctuations is on a par with that in the stream-
wise velocity fluctuations where the separated shear layer is reat-
tached. To verify it in the present study, Fig. 14 shows the spatial
46
distribution of the viscous diffusion term for the spanwise velocity
fluctuations on the wall. The separation and reattachment of the
shear layer is represented by solid lines for reference. As can be
observed, the viscous diffusion term of the w0w0 budget is closely
related to the reattachment of the separated shear layer. It is
another interesting feature that the viscous diffusion term is
enhanced along the streamwise evolution of the large-scale vortical
structure beneath the free surface. As observed in Figs. 10 and 11,
the large-scale vortical structures are formed from x/Lc ¼ 1 to x/
Lc ¼ 2.5 beneath the free surface.



Fig. 14. Spatial distribution of the viscous diffusion term for the ðw0w0Þ budget on the wall. For comparison, the separation and reattachment locations are denoted by solid lines.

Fig. 15. Comparison of vortical structures and turbulent kinetic energy for (a) a turbulent multi-phase flow over a bump in an open channel, (b) a turbulent single-phase flow over a
bump where the geometry of the top boundary is identical to the time-mean deformation of the free surface, and (c) a turbulent single-phase flow over a bump where the geometry
of the top boundary is planar.
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Now the final question is how the large-scale streamwise
vortical structure forms beneath the free surface. To answer the
question, we conduct other simulations of single-phase turbulent
flow in a channel with the same bump. The top boundary in the
spanwise direction is not a plane but a curved surface identical to
the time-averaged deformation of the free surface in the main
simulation. The curved surface is reconstructed from the iso-
surface of a ¼ 0.5 and we impose a symmetric condition on the
top boundary. All quantities including velocity and pressure are
determined by the following equations, v∅t

vn ¼ 0 and ∅n ¼ 0, where
n and t represent the normal and tangential directions to the sur-
face, respectively. The last simulation is a case of single-phase
turbulent flow in a channel with the same bump when using a
plane at the top boundary. Fig. 15 shows spatial distribution of
vortical structures and turbulent kinetic energy in each case for a
qualitative comparison of flow features. As observed in Fig. 15(a)
and (b), the spatial distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy and
the formation of the large-scale streamwise vortical structure
beneath the top boundary is very similar to those observed in the
main simulation of two-phase flows. If we use a flat plane on the
top boundary having a symmetry boundary condition, however, we
cannot observe any similar vortical structure to that of the main
simulation as seen in Fig. 15(c). Although it would be a hasty
conclusion, we can characterize the turbulent features in the
divergent waves as follows; 1) the pressure gradient owing to the
presence of a geometrical curvature generates a divergent wave, 2)
the free surface deformation of the divergent wave gives rise to the
formation of a large-scale streamwise vortical structure beneath
the free surface, 3) the rotation of the vortical structure makes an
upward flow between the wall and the vortex core, causing a
spread of retarded flow near the free surface, and 4) the streamwise
and spanwise velocity fluctuations produced by the upward and
retarded flows determine the anisotropic characteristics of the
turbulence near the free surface.

4. Conclusion

A direct numerical simulation of turbulent flows over a bump in
an open channel has been performed to delineate the interaction of
turbulent structures with a divergent wave. The turbulence statis-
tics showed that the enhancement of velocity fluctuations was
associated with the retarded flows near the free surface. Especially,
the ratio of the streamwise to spanwise velocity fluctuations
determined the anisotropic nature of the separated shear layer
behind the bump in the vicinity of the free surface. To identify the
flow structure responsible for enhancing the turbulence intensity
and for characterizing the anisotropy of turbulence near the free
surface, we applied the l2 criterion to the vector fields of mean and
instantaneous velocity. The vortex identification disclosed a large-
scale streamwise vortical structure from the mean l2 along with a
cluster of small coherent structures from the instantaneous l2. The
budget analysis of the streamwise and spanwise velocity fluctua-
tions revealed that the production term of u0u0 and w0w0 played an
important role in determining the anisotropic nature of turbulence
near the free surface. Given that the production term was closely
related to the mean velocity gradient, the large-scale streamwise
vortical structure beneath the free surface was mainly responsible
for the overall feature of turbulent flows near the free surface.
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations
CICSAM Compressive interface capturing scheme for arbitrary

meshes
DES Detached eddy simulation
DNS Direct numerical simulation
LES Large eddy simulation
OpenFOAM Open Field Operation and Manipulation
RANS Reynolds-average Navier-Stokes
VOF Volume of fluid

Symbols
A Area
bij Anisotropy tensor of Reynolds stress
cp Pressure coefficient
cf Skin friction coefficient
Dij Viscous diffusion of Reynolds stress
F Flux
Fr Froude number, Fr ¼ Ub=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gLc

p
h Bump height at Lc=2
II Second invariants
III Third invariants
k Turbulent kinetic energy
Lc Bump length
Pref Reference pressure
Pij Production of Reynolds stress
r Radius of concave curvature
R Radius of convex curvature
Ret Reynolds number, Ret ¼ utd=n
Tij Turbulent transport of Reynolds stress
Dt Time step
ut Friction velocity, ut ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

tw=r
p

Ub Bulk mean velocity
ui Velocity component, ðu; v;w)
Vp Control volume
x1;x Streamwise direction
x2;y Wall-normal direction
x3;z Spanwise direction
a Volume fraction
g Weight factor
d Channel half height
dij Kronecker symbol
ε Dissipation of Reynolds stress
r Density
n Kinematic viscosity
l2 Vortex strength
tw Wall shear stress
P Velocity pressure-gradient of Reynolds stress

Superscripts and Subscripts
A Accepter
D Donor
f Centroid of the cell face
U Upwind
ð Þþ Normalized by ut, n and r
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ð Þ0 Fluctuation component
ð Þ Statistically averaged time
ð Þrms Root mean square
C D Conditional averaging in time
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